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EXPERT UNIT 3 (B1)



Activity group(s): 5 Number of exercises: 549



Insurance & Banking (22 activity (ies) 03:00:37) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon. I am an insurance agent, I would like to know what sort of policy you already have. 2 4 3



Life insurance. Multiple-risk home insurance. Car insurance.



2



Who are the beneficiaries? My parents. My children. My wife.



3



5 5 5



What model car do you have? 6 6 6



Ford. Honda. Pontiac.



4



What coverage interests you most? Burglary. Flood insurance. Liability.
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5



What is the amount of the coverage? 6 6 6



$1 million. $100,000. It's very low.



6



What do you think of this insurance? It's a little expensive. The coverage seems to be good.



7



Yes, it is, but you're covered in full.



I can offer you some attractive health insurance. Would you be interested in a policy? 11 8



I've already got one. Yes, maybe.



8



It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. I don't have any children. What is the total cost of the premiums? What about hospital costs?



9



Too bad! $1,600 a year, with two children. It's also 100%.



11 9 9



OK. Here they are; you'll have to send them back in two weeks.



11 11



Would you fill out the papers? I need time to think about it first. Yes, all right.



10



No, but do you have anything else?



10



I have pension-savings plans and travel insurance. Are you interested? No, not at all. Yes, maybe.



11



7 7



Okay. I will send you some brochures.



11 11



When the agent leaves, you go to your bank to talk to your banker. 12 12 12



I'm having financial problems. I need some financial advice. I need to look at my accounts with you.
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12



What kind of account do you have? 13 14 16



Checking account with credit card. A savings account with stock market investment. Regular account with consumer loan.



13



Why is the card useful to you? To withdraw money. To go shopping. It's very convenient.



14



17 17 17



Are they profitable? Not at all. Yes, they were at the beginning of the year. Yes, but they're risky.



15



15 15 15



How much have you invested? Fifty thousand. $100,000. A very low amount. You certainly are curious!



16



17 17 17 17



Would you be interested in another loan? Yes, to buy a car. I want to think about it first. Yes, a revolving credit plan.



17



17 17 17



Anything else? 19 18



I want to make a cash transfer. I want to close my account.
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18



Why? I'm not satisfied with this bank. I'm going to leave the area. I don't use it anymore.



19



Do you have all the information? I've got my account number. I only have the name. What do I need?



It should be all right. It should be enough. The account number.



Word Pronunciation [20 word(s)] beneficiary benefit burglary checking account coverage credit card damage guarantee insurance agent to insure liability life insurance loan multiple-risk pension-savings policy premium to refund savings account valuables



Sentence Pronunciation [54 sentence(s)] Life insurance. Multiple-risk home insurance. Car insurance. My parents. My children. My wife. Ford. Honda. Pontiac. Burglary. Flood insurance. Liability. $1 million. $100,000. It's very low.
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It's a little expensive. The coverage seems to be good. I've already got one. Yes, maybe. I don't have any children. What is the total cost of the premiums? What about hospital costs? I need time to think about it first. Yes, all right. No, but do you have anything else? No, not at all. Yes, maybe. I'm having financial problems. I need some financial advice. I need to look at my accounts with you. Checking account with credit card. A savings account with stock market investment. Regular account with consumer loan. To withdraw money. To go shopping. It's very convenient. Not at all. Yes, they were at the beginning of the year. Yes, but they're risky. Fifty thousand. $100,000. A very low amount. You certainly are curious! Yes, to buy a car. I want to think about it first. Yes, a revolving credit plan. I want to make a cash transfer. I want to close my account. I'm not satisfied with this bank. I'm going to leave the area. I don't use it anymore. I've got my account number. I only have the name. What do I need?



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'To be interested in'
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2



Invariable cardinal numbers



3



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'
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Sentence Practice [2 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Would you like to take out a policy? I'd like a life insurance policy.



I'm interested in a life insurance policy. I am interested in a life insurance policy.



Car insurance interests me too.



I'm interested in car insurance too. I am interested in car insurance too.



I hope to update my coverage.



I'm interested in updating my coverage. I am interested in updating my coverage.



Contraction of 'to be'



2



Are you interested in taking out a policy?



'To be interested in'



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Would you like to take out a policy?



Are you interested in taking out a policy?



Do low premiums interest you?



Are you interested in low premiums?



I'm attracted to the 100% coverage.



I'm interested in the 100% coverage. I am interested in the 100% coverage.



She wants to find out about health coverage.



She's interested in finding out about health coverage. She is interested in finding out about health coverage. She is interested in health coverage. She's interested in health coverage.



'To be interested in'
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Write out the following numbers and abbreviations. The price of your policy has risen by 16,5%. This is due to a 59% rise in crime. Our health insurance policy offers 100% coverage. Your existing policy offers 80% coverage. That's a 20% difference. You'll pay $589 a year. Your loan repayments are set at a fixed rate of 12,76%. I think you'll be 199% satisfied with this new and improved policy. The price of your policy has risen by sixteen point five percent. This is due to a fifty-nine percent rise in crime. Our health insurance policy offers one hundred percent coverage. Your existing policy offers eighty percent coverage. That's a twenty percent difference. You'll pay five hundred and eighty-nine dollars a year. Your loan repayments are set at a fixed rate of twelve point seven six percent. I think you'll be one hundred and ninety-nine percent satisfied with this new and improved policy. Percentages



American money



Fill-in-the-Blanks [8 exercises] 1



I am an insurance agent. I would like to know what sort of policy you already have . Can I show you what I can offer ? Would you like some life insurance? The verb 'to be'



2



Contraction of 'to be'



What coverage interests you most ? Why is the card useful to you? I'm not satisfied with this bank. That's my last deadline. I can offer you some attractive health insurance. Use of the past participle as an adjective



3



Verbs without a continuous form



'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'



What model car do you have? Who are the beneficiaries? How much have you invested? Why is the card useful to you? Where do you live? 'Which' - 'What'



Use of the present perfect
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4



What model car do you have? What is the amount of the coverage? What are the opening hours ? What do you ask the clerk ? What kind of account do you have?



5



When the agent leaves, you go to your bank to talk to your banker . Your landlady tells you the mailman came with a registered package. It's perfectly legal! I want to talk to my lawyer .



6



I can't stand filling out forms . The forms the insurance agent brought were pretty simple, though. We have serious financial problems . My banker gave me the advice I needed. Normally I prefer station wagons , but I do like the sedan that's for sale. The use and omission of 'the'



7



There are only a few banks on Louther Street. It's good that so many of them offer free checking, though. Yes, few banks have begun offering this service. I'm not taking much money out, since I have very little left. I deposited a little of my last paycheck. 'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



8



'Little' - 'A little' - 'Much'



'A little' - 'A bit'



The company employs thousands of workers. They have hundreds of factories in over a dozen countries. Over ten thousand workers went on strike last month. The work stoppage cost the company several million dollars. Invariable cardinal numbers



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]







insurance liability coverage about account thousand



E



expensive already checking investment registered letters credit bedroom
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g



burglary good beginning regular agree got



r



rent parents first driver's risky curious area



ow



home low loan close post joking



b



maybe problems bank number able buy



t



multiple-risk total hospital stock tiling talk



v



savings convenient revolving leave received give delivery



h



have here house heater home Honda hospital



O



think anything with withdraw thousand something



i



premiums need increase money weeks seems



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. expensive a little attractive worthwhile total



2



costly a bit tempting profitable sum



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. profitable curious satisfied attractive consumer
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 family grandparents customers aerobics instructors football players hospital staff



2 children parents teachers workers sisters brothers



3 a wife a husband a son a brother a maid a widow



Word Order with speech recognition [11 exercises] 1



There are insurance policies for home, car and There are insurance policies for home, car and health.



2



the beneficiary will receive money if the beneficiary will receive money if anything



3



a burglary was committed in the house next a burglary was committed in the house next to ours.



health.



anything happens happens to you.



to



to



you.



ours.



Possessive pronouns
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4



movie stars like to movie stars like to wear Absolute superlative



wear very expensive very expensive clothes



clothes



Nouns without singular forms



5



does your insurance cover you if you fall on your does your insurance cover you if you fall on your head?



6



An attractive person can be one that has An attractive person can be one that has a big heart.



7



travel insurance helps you in case of cancellation. travel insurance helps you in case of cancellation.



8



dinosaurs dinosaurs



9



drug trafficking is not only risky but drug trafficking is not only risky but also illegal!



10



existed existed



at the beginning of at the beginning of time.



a



head?



big



heart.



time.



also



science-fiction fans are very curious about science-fiction fans are very curious about aliens



illegal!



aliens.



Verbs without a continuous form



11



Are you satisfied with our government Are you satisfied with our government today?



today?



Verbs without a continuous form



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon. I am an insurance agent, I would like to know what sort of policy you already have. 2 4 3



Life insurance. Multiple-risk home insurance. Car insurance.
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2



Who are the beneficiaries? 5 5 5



My parents. My children. My wife.



3



What model car do you have? Ford. Honda. Pontiac.



4



6 6 6



What coverage interests you most? Burglary. Flood insurance. Liability.



5



6 6 6



What is the amount of the coverage? $1 million. $100,000. It's very low.



6



What do you think of this insurance? It's a little expensive. The coverage seems to be good.



7



6 6 6



Yes, it is, but you're covered in full.



I can offer you some attractive health insurance. Would you be interested in a policy? I've already got one. Yes, maybe.



8



7 7



11 8



It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. I don't have any children. What is the total cost of the premiums? What about hospital costs?
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11 9 9



9



Would you fill out the papers? I need time to think about it first. Yes, all right.



OK. Here they are; you'll have to send them back in two weeks.



10



No, but do you have anything else?



10



I have pension-savings plans and travel insurance. Are you interested? No, not at all. Yes, maybe.



11



Okay. I will send you some brochures.



12 12 12



What kind of account do you have? 13 14 16



Checking account with credit card. A savings account with stock market investment. Regular account with consumer loan.



13



Why is the card useful to you? 17 17 17



To withdraw money. To go shopping. It's very convenient.



14



11 11



When the agent leaves, you go to your bank to talk to your banker. I'm having financial problems. I need some financial advice. I need to look at my accounts with you.



12



11 11



Are they profitable? Not at all. Yes, they were at the beginning of the year. Yes, but they're risky.
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15



How much have you invested? 17 17 17 17



Fifty thousand. $100,000. A very low amount. You certainly are curious!



16



Would you be interested in another loan? 17 17 17



Yes, to buy a car. I want to think about it first. Yes, a revolving credit plan.



17



Anything else? 19 18



I want to make a cash transfer. I want to close my account.



18



Why? I'm not satisfied with this bank. I'm going to leave the area. I don't use it anymore.



19



Do you have all the information? I've got my account number. I only have the name. What do I need?
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: to ascend



to go up



to study



to look over to work on



to talk louder



to speak up



to postpone



to put off



to continue



to go on to carry on



to make a note of



to write down to jot down



to leave



to go away



The main postpositions



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



Your account number is needed to have access to your bank money. insurance license plate word of honor handshake phone number



2



When you withdraw money, you take it out of your account. deposit set fire to allocate counterfeit



Words and Topics [2 exercises] 1



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Vacations and traveling baggage / reservation / traveler On the road Banking checking account / credit card / paycheck / loan / savings account / banker / transfer Administration and Law burglary / crime / illegal / lawyer / lawsuit / theft
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2



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Housing Sports aerobics / basket / football Making contact destination / letter / mailman / package / parcel / postcard / stamp Accounting budget / credit / investment / loss / profitable / accountant



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Insurance agents sell different types of policies. They sell life insurance, car insurance, travel insurance and health insurance. Other types of insurance exist as well. Farmers may want to insure their crops against damage from hail or other natural phenomena. A boat owner will insure their boat against destruction by bad weather. Some people insure their valuables against theft or damage. A business owner will definitely buy insurance for bankruptcy or the loss of a key employee. Subject Insurance agents A business owner Verbal group sell exist sell



They



Other types of insurance



may want to insure



Direct object life insurance different types of policies their crops their boat their valuables
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will insure



Farmers



insure



car insurance insurance



A boat owner



Some people



will definitely buy



travel insurance



health insurance
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2



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Homeowners as well as renters need insurance against fire, theft, and natural disasters such as flooding. Floods cause two billion dollars in property damage each year, so it's best to play it safe. Everyone knows that homes should be protected against fire hazards. A house can burn down because somebody was careless. It's also best to insure your home against burglary. Some items particularly prone to theft include expensive jewelry, electronic equipment, sports equipment and paintings. Be sure to look over your insurance policy carefully before you sign the contract. You might be caught off guard when it's time to pay your premiums, or worse, when it's time to collect on your claim. Coordinating conjunctions as well as and and or Subordinating conjunctions so that because such as Expressions to play it safe



burn down



before



look over



caught off guard



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



Good morning, I'm an insurance agent. I'd like to show you our new insurance package. This is really a good deal for you and your family. Our policies are inexpensive but comprehensive. We cover your children on their way to school. We even cover vacation homes in another state. The place of 'even'



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



Jack bought some travel insurance just before his trip. Good thing he did! First, his luggage got lost. Second, his rented car was stolen with his camera inside. Then the bus he took broke down out in the woods. When he arrived at his hotel, they couldn't find his reservation. Active and passive voice



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



Modal auxiliaries



My banker gives me good financial advice. He suggested getting several kinds of accounts. A checking account and a savings account. I also made some stock market investments. Not the risky ones, though, I'm careful. At the end of the year, I like looking at the money I've made. Verbs without a continuous form
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good afternoon. I am an insurance agent, I would like to know what sort of policy you already have. Life insurance. Multiple-risk home insurance. Car insurance. No, I won't be able to. No, but do you have anything else? You're joking! United States. Yes, I could.



2



5 5 5 I will send you some brochures.



That means trouble!



What model car do you have? Ford. Honda. Pontiac. What do I need? You really can't give me my package? Can I pay in two weeks? I've got my account number. The coverage seems to be good.



4



I'm sorry.



Who are the beneficiaries? My parents. My children. My wife. Regular stamps. Yes, maybe. I'm having financial problems. No, but do you have anything else? I want to talk to my lawyer.



3



2 4 3



6 6 6 The account number. Those are the regulations. All right then! But that's my last deadline! It should be all right.



What coverage interests you most? Burglary. Flood insurance. Liability. Did you take the package from him? I've got my account number. Regular delivery. I've got a package to send. I'm here to pick up a parcel.
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5



What is the amount of the coverage? $1 million. $100,000. It's very low. Where is the post office? You really can't give me my package? I've got a package to send. Car insurance. No, I won't be able to.



6



6 6 6 123 Kensington Avenue. Those are the regulations.



I'm sorry.



What do you think of this insurance? It's a little expensive. The coverage seems to be good. My parents. I want to close my account. I need to call overseas.



Yes, it is, but you're covered in full.



7 7



There's a phone booth opposite the post office.



I don't agree with the rent increase! To go shopping.



7



I can offer you some attractive health insurance. Would you be interested in a policy? I've already got one. Yes, maybe. I've received a registered package. $100,000. I'm having financial problems. Did you take the package from him? Car insurance.



8



11 8



No, I didn't.



It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. I don't have any children. What is the total cost of the premiums? What about hospital costs? I've got a package to send. My parents. Can I pay in two weeks? Do you have it? Where is the post office?
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All right! But that's my last deadline! No, I don't. 123 Kensington Avenue.
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11 9



9



Would you fill out the papers? I need time to think about it first. Yes, all right. No, but do you have anything else? Yes, they were at the beginning of the year. Can I pay in two weeks? To go shopping. Regular stamps. I'm here to pick up a parcel.



10



Okay! But that's my last deadline!



Okay. I will send you some brochures.



11 11



When the agent leaves, you go to your bank to talk to your banker. 12 12



I'm having financial problems. I need some financial advice. I need to look at my accounts with you. Express delivery. Regular stamps. My parents. Here's my ID. Honda.



12



11 11



I have pension-savings plans and travel insurance. Are you interested? No, not at all. Yes, maybe. Regular delivery. Here's my driver's license. I've received a registered package. Ford. Burglary.



11



OK. Here they are; you'll have to send them back in two weeks.



What kind of account do you have? Checking account with credit card. A savings account with stock market investment. Regular account with consumer loan. My children. I don't agree with the rent increase! Life insurance. Change the tiling in the bathroom. Can I pay in two weeks?
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All right! But that's my last deadline!
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13



Why is the card useful to you? To withdraw money. To go shopping. It's very convenient. What are its hours? Flood insurance. Multiple-risk home insurance. Yes, maybe. 103 Madison Avenue.



14



From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.



Are they profitable? Not at all. Yes, they were at the beginning of the year. Yes, but they're risky. Flood insurance. I want to close my account. Do you have it? I want to talk to my lawyer. My parents.



15



17 17



15 15



No, I don't. That means trouble!



How much have you invested? Fifty thousand. $100,000. A very low amount. You certainly are curious! Change the bedroom wallpaper. Yes, all right.



17 17



Here they are; you'll have to send them back in two weeks.



Change the hot water heater. With my credit card. 103 Madison Avenue.



16



Would you be interested in another loan? Yes, to buy a car. I want to think about it first. Yes, a revolving credit plan. I'd like to send some letters. I've got my account number. Checking account with credit card. Express delivery. The coverage seems to be good.
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It should be all right.
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17



Anything else? 19 18



I want to make a cash transfer. I want to close my account. Regular delivery. Pontiac. It's very convenient. 34 Park Lane. Ford.



18



Why? I'm not satisfied with this bank. I'm going to leave the area. I don't use it anymore. To go shopping. You've got something for me. I'd like to buy some stamps. No, but do you have anything else? I've received a registered package.



19



Do you have all the information? I've got my account number. I only have the name. What do I need? You've got something for me. 103 Madison Avenue. A savings account with stock market investment. Can I pay in two weeks? You really can't give me my package?



It should be all right. It should be enough. The account number.



Okay! But that's my last deadline! Those are the regulations.



Mystery Phrase [13 exercises] 1



A written document whereby a contract of insurance is made. policy



2



Especially, specifically. particularly



3



Place where sick people are treated. hospital



4



A small pamphlet. brochure
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5



Perhaps. maybe



6



Overflow of water. flood



7



Inquisitive. curious



8



Involving danger. risky



9



Person who buys goods and services. consumer



10



Act of stealing from a home or office. burglary



11



Suggestions given to help someone. advice



12



Suitable for someone's purpose. convenient



13



Move. transfer



Video and Questions [1 exercises] The organization of a trade show begins with the renting of the convention center in the town where the show will take place. Once the organizers know the number of square feet available to them, they can canvass for clients to rent stands during the show. The multinationals book the largest stands, because they have more clients to see. The smaller companies take up only a few square yards. Before a trade show, every company must prepare the sales documents that it wishes to show to potential customers. Typing mistakes or bad color reproduction would immediately make a bad impression. The trade show is taking place in Jakarta, Indonesia. The sales representatives have to get their passes from the reception desk. Some sales reps have already begun their demonstrations, trying to highlight the products and services their company is offering. Even if they're representing different companies, the sales reps all do the same job. A trade show is a succession of appointments, meetings and demonstrations. There's no letup! For this man, the day begins at nine o'clock with the representative of an Australian distributor. It continues at ten with a potential client eager to clinch a distribution agreement. Another appointment's been arranged for eleven. The sales reps quickly get used to the jet lag, but never to the fatigue of a trade show's first day! They are exhausted from running back and forth, and from repeating the same thing a thousand times. There's no rest at lunchtime either for this rep who invited his clients to a restaurant to discuss business. It's often here that the foundations for new contracts are laid. What a shame to have traveled so many miles and not be able to visit the country!
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The cell phone is an essential tool at a trade show. But it can be annoying when your colleagues on the other side of the world call at two in the morning because they've forgotten about the time difference! In the evening, the sales rep meets his clients for dinner. The evening begins in the restaurant with a bottle of champagne. Everyone's satisfied because the terms of the freshly-signed contract prove advantageous to both parties. Once the trade show's over, the entire sales team returns to the company headquarters. The Chairman is delighted to learn that the products won prizes, and that numerous contracts were signed.



1



What is the video about? Trade shows Office work Tourism Art exhibitions Indonesia



2



What determines the size of a company stand at a trade show, according to the video? The size of the company The number of sales reps The ambition of the entrepreneur The size of the tables available All the stands are the same size.



3



How must companies prepare their sales documents? With great care and attention As rapidly as possible As messily as possible Very quickly Without paying too much attention to detail



4



What is the role of the sales rep at the trade show? To demonstrate the company's product To offer clients refreshments To distribute passes at the reception desk To show clients the major tourist attractions of the town To announce when the price of products are reduced



5



How may one describe the trade show? Hectic Calm Quiet Almost empty Tranquil
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6



In what state are the sales reps at the end of their first day at the trade show? They are tired They are excited They are energetic They are lively They are tireless



7



How may one describe the sales rep's work at the trade show? Repetitive Relaxing Dangerous Calm Restful



8



When does the sales rep get to do some tourism? Never At lunchtime In between meetings On the last day of their visit On the first day of their visit



9



Describe the atmosphere at the restaurant in the evening. Positive Uncomfortable Awkward Negative Cold



10



How has the trade show gone in general for the company? It has gone very well. It has been very disappointing. It has been a mixture of successes and failures. It has been a disaster. It has been a failure.
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Contracts (16 activity (ies) 01:43:25) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You meet the Shanghai Phones sales rep, Mrs. Li, again the following day.] So, Mr. Kelly, are you ready to discuss the contract terms? 2 2 2



Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy.



2



Will we have a 45% discount? If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units.



3



3 3 3



That's a large quantity for us. Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract.



4



Will you accept quarterly payments? If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice.



5



4 4 4



No problem. No problem. No problem.



5 5 5



If we pay in yuan, will we pay your Shanghai office? 6



Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan.
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6



Does the contract include a warranty? 7 7 7



Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products.



7



Will we have the exclusive distribution rights in China? If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract.



8



How will we settle contract disputes? If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law.



9



8 8 8



Of course. Of course.



9 9



Of course.



9



Are there any other special conditions? 10 10 10



No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions.



10



If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] to accept according to A.S.A.P. (as soon as possible) condition to cover discount dispute to include law payment
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quantity quarterly sales representative to settle to sign unit warranty within



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy. If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice. Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products. If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract. If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P.
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Key grammar explanations [1 grammar point(s)] 1



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



Sentence Practice [11 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you (pay / paid) us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office.



If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office.



If you (send / sent) us the contract, we'll sign it immediately.



If you send us the contract, we'll sign it immediately. If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately.



If we (had / have) a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law.



If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U. S. law. If we have a dispute, we will settle it according to U.S. law.



If you (ordered / order) more than 10,000 units, we'll give you a 15% discount.



If you order more than 10,000 units, we'll give you a 15% discount. If you order more than 10,000 units, we will give you a 15% discount.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Will we have a 45% discount? (to order 10,000 units)



Yes, if you order 10,000 units.



Will we pay the New York office? (to pay in dollars)



Yes, if you pay in dollars.



Will we have exclusive distribution rights? (to accept a one-year contract)



Yes, if you accept a one-year contract.



Will we pay in yuan? (to pay the Shanghai office)



Yes, if you pay the Shanghai office.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Will they sign the contract? (we / to send it immediately)



Yes, if we send it immediately.



Will she negotiate the discount policy? (I / to include a warranty)



Yes, if I include a warranty.



Will he accept quarterly payments? (we / to pay within 30 days)



Yes, if we pay within 30 days. Yes, if we pay within thirty days.



Will you agree to a one-year trial period? (I / to have exclusive distribution rights)



Yes, if I have exclusive distribution rights.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you send the contract, ... (we / to sign it)



we will sign it.



If we have a contract dispute, ... (we / to settle it according to U.S. law)



we will settle it according to U.S. law. we'll settle it according to U.S. law.



If you pay within 30 days of the invoice, ... (we / to accept quarterly payments)



we will accept quarterly payments. we'll accept quarterly payments.



If you order 10,000 units, ... (we / to give you a 15% discount)



we will give you a 15% discount. we'll give you a 15% discount.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If you pay within 30 days of the invoice, ... (we / to accept quarterly payments)



we will accept quarterly payments.



If they give us exclusive distribution rights, ... (we / to agree to a one-year contract)



we will agree to a one-year contract. we'll agree to a one-year contract.



If he includes a warranty, ... (it / to cover defective products)



it will cover defective products. it'll cover defective products.



If she faxes me the contract, ... (I / to sign it today)



I will sign it today. I'll sign it today.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If we pay within 30 days, ... (you / to accept quarterly payments)



will you accept quarterly payments?



If there are no special conditions, ... (it / to be good for us)



will it be good for us?



If he includes a warranty, ... (it / to cover defective products)



will it cover defective products?



If we have a contract dispute, ... (we / to settle it according to U.S. law)



will we settle it according to U.S. law?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: If we have a contract dispute, ... (we / to settle it according to U.S. law)



will we settle it according to U.S. law?



If my office faxes you the invoice, ... (you / to pay it tomorrow)



will you pay it tomorrow?



If we order more than 10,000 units, ... (they / to agree to a 30% discount)



will they agree to a 30% discount?



If we negotiate our discount policy, ... (he / to negotiate the quantity)



will he negotiate the quantity?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We have a dispute. We settle it according to U.S. law.



If we have a dispute, we will settle it according to U.S. law.



We have exclusive rights. We accept a one-year contract.



If we have exclusive rights, we will accept a one-year contract. If we have exclusive rights, we'll accept a one-year contract. We will accept a one-year contract if we have exclusive rights. We'll accept a one-year contract if we have exclusive rights.



You pay within 60 days. We accept quarterly payments.



If you pay within 60 days, we will accept quarterly payments. If you pay within 60 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. We will accept quarterly payments if you pay within 60 days. We'll accept quarterly payments if you pay within 60 days.



You order more than 8,000 units. You have a 20% discount.



If you order more than 8,000 units, you will have a 20% discount. If you order more than 8,000 units, you'll have a 20% discount. You will have a 20% discount if you order more than 8,000 units. You'll have a 20% discount if you order more than 8,000 units.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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9



Reformulate as in the example. Example: You pay within 60 days. We accept quarterly payments.



If you pay within 60 days, we will accept quarterly payments.



They sign the contract today. There are no special conditions.



If they sign the contract today, there will be no special conditions. If they sign the contract today, there'll be no special conditions. There will be no special conditions if they sign the contract today. There'll be no special conditions if they sign the contract today.



You pay us in dollars. You pay the Los Angeles office.



If you pay us in dollars, you will pay the Los Angeles office. If you pay us in dollars, you'll pay the Los Angeles office. You will pay the Los Angeles office if you pay us in dollars. You'll pay the Los Angeles office if you pay us in dollars.



She agrees to a trial period. We give her the distribution rights.



If she agrees to a trial period, we will give her the distribution rights. If she agrees to a trial period, we'll give her the distribution rights. We will give her the distribution rights if she agrees to a trial period. We'll give her the distribution rights if she agrees to a trial period.



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



10



Reformulate as in the example. Example: We pay you in dollars. We pay the Los Angeles office.



If we pay you in dollars, will we pay the Los Angeles office?



We order 4,000 units. We have a discount.



If we order 4,000 units, will we have a discount? Will we have a discount if we order 4,000 units?



I fax you the invoice. You pay it today.



If I fax you the invoice, will you pay it today?



We sign the contract. It includes a warranty.



If we sign the contract, will it include a warranty?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'
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11



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I fax you the invoice. You pay it today.



If I fax you the invoice, will you pay it today?



We sign the distribution contract. There are special conditions.



If we sign the distribution contract, will there be special conditions?



They meet tomorrow. They negotiate the terms of the contract.



If they meet tomorrow, will they negotiate the terms of the contract?



She agrees to the contract. We order a large quantity.



If she agrees to the contract, will we order a large quantity?



Sequence of tenses with 'if'



Grammar Practice [7 exercises] 1



Modify to express comparative inferiority. Example: high



less high



expensive



less expensive



busy



less busy



satisfied



less satisfied



interesting



less interesting



large



less large



experienced



less experienced



Regular comparatives



2



Modify to express superlative inferiority. Example: expensive



the least expensive



important



the least important



interesting



the least interesting



successful



the least successful



experienced



the least experienced



intelligent



the least intelligent



developed



the least developed



Regular superlatives
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: ten thousand



4



one thousand



1,000



eleven thousand



11,000



twenty-two thousand



22,000



thirty-seven thousand



37,000



forty-nine thousand



49,000



fifty-four thousand



54,000



Reformulate as in the example. Example: two thousand



5



10,000



2,000



sixty-three thousand



63,000



seventy-eight thousand



78,000



eighty-five thousand



85,000



ninety-six thousand



96,000



one hundred thousand



100,000



two hundred thousand



200,000



Write in full as in the example. Example: 10,000



ten thousand



2,000



two thousand



12,000



twelve thousand



27,000



twenty-seven thousand



35,000



thirty-five thousand



43,000



forty-three thousand



51,000



fifty-one thousand
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6



Write in full as in the example. Example: 11,000



7



eleven thousand



64,000



sixty-four thousand



78,000



seventy-eight thousand



86,000



eighty-six thousand



99,000



ninety-nine thousand



100,000



one hundred thousand a hundred thousand



113,000



one hundred and thirteen thousand a hundred and thirteen thousand



Reformulate as in the example. Example: one hundred and ten thousand



110,000



four hundred thousand, three hundred and sixty



400,360



eight hundred thousand, nine hundred and eleven



800,911



three hundred and forty-nine thousand and two hundred



349,200



nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand and ninety-nine



999,099



five hundred thousand and thirteen



500,013



seven hundred and twenty-five thousand and eight



725,008



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to agree to to send to settle



2



to accept to transmit to resolve



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. to include to accept to send
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 to fax to sign to include to pay to want



2 to discuss to send to fax to pay to include



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You meet the Shanghai Phones sales rep, Mrs. Li, again the following day.] So, Mr. Kelly, are you ready to discuss the contract terms? 2 2 2



Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy.



2



Will we have a 45% discount? If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units.



3



3 3 3



That's a large quantity for us. Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract.
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4



Will you accept quarterly payments? If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice.



5



No problem. No problem. No problem.



5 5 5



If we pay in yuan, will we pay your Shanghai office? 6



Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan.



6



6 6



Does the contract include a warranty? Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products.



7



7 7 7



Will we have the exclusive distribution rights in China? 8 8 8



If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract.



8



How will we settle contract disputes? If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law.



9



Of course. Of course.



9 9



Of course.



9



Are there any other special conditions? 10 10 10



No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions.
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10



If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P.



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



If you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. are is be settle Sequence of tenses with 'if'



2



You'll have exclusive distribution rights if you agree to a one-year contract. accept settle include paid



Sentence Practice [2 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative inferiority. Example: Shanghai Phones has an interesting proposal.



Shanghai Phones has the least interesting proposal.



Their distributors are experienced.



Their distributors are the least experienced.



Athena Cell Phones' shipping costs are expensive.



Athena Cell Phones' shipping costs are the least expensive.



The factory in China is successful.



The factory in China is the least successful.



Regular superlatives
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Your proposal is interesting. Her proposal is more interesting.



Her proposal is more interesting than yours.



Model A is expensive. Model B is more expensive.



Model B is more expensive than Model A. Model A is less expensive than Model B.



The sales rep is experienced. The CEO is more experienced.



The CEO is more experienced than the sales rep. The sales rep is less experienced than the CEO.



The Wuhan factory is successful. The Beijing factory is more successful.



The Beijing factory is more successful than the Wuhan factory. The Beijing factory is more successful than the Wuhan one. The Wuhan factory is less successful than the Beijing factory. The Wuhan factory is less successful than the Beijing one.



Regular comparatives



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You meet the Shanghai Phones sales rep, Mrs. Li, again the following day.] So, Mr. Kelly, are you ready to discuss the contract terms? Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Let's discuss the discount policy. I think we can negotiate the discount policy. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



2 2 2 We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



That's the best proposal we have so far. Our largest expense is shipping. Shipping is our greatest expense. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



2



Will we have a 45% discount? 3 3 3



If the order is more than 10,000 units. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. Wuhan is our closest plant. Those are all the main points.
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3



That's a large quantity for us. 4 4 4



Our other distributors order the same quantity. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. The warranty only covers defective products.



4



Will you accept quarterly payments? If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. We are looking for China's best distributor.



No problem. No problem. No problem. Of course.



5 5 5



We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant.



5



If we pay in yuan, will we pay your Shanghai office? Yes, if you pay us in yuan, you will pay our Shanghai office. If you pay us in yuan, you'll pay our Shanghai office. You will pay our Shanghai office if you pay us in yuan. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. That's higher than we can offer. We are looking for China's best distributor. The biggest expense is shipping. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law.
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6



Does the contract include a warranty? Yes, the contract includes a warranty. There is a one-year warranty included. The warranty only covers defective products. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Can you stock our best models? Wuhan is our closest plant. The biggest expense is shipping.



7



7 7 7



Of course we can.



Will we have the exclusive distribution rights in China? If you agree to a one-year trial period. Yes, if you agree to a one-year trial period. Only if you accept a one-year contract. If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. We are looking for China's best distributor.



8 8 8 No problem. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



Wuhan is our closest plant. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract.



8



How will we settle contract disputes? If we have a dispute, we'll settle it according to U.S. law. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest expense is shipping. If the order is more than 10,000 units.
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Of course. Of course.



9 9



Of course.



9
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Are there any other special conditions? 10 10 10



No, there are no other conditions. Those are all the main points. We have no other conditions. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. Shipping is our greatest expense. If the order is more than 10,000 units.



10



If you send us the contract, we will sign it immediately. We can send the contract to you tomorrow. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our office can send you the contract A.S.A.P. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. The warranty only covers defective products. It's the same quantity for all distribution contracts. Our other distributors order the same quantity. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



Mystery Phrase [1 exercises] 1



Synonym of 'to agree to.' to accept
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Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Hearst Castle Hearst Castle / masterpiece / publisher / William Randolph Hearst / Julia Morgan / The Enchanted Hill / Mediterranean Revival style / Venetian glass / splendor



Hearst's estate Hearst Castle in California is considered a masterpiece of American architecture. Wealthy newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst wanted a dream home. This 'little something,' as he called it, was the magnificent Hearst Castle. Construction started in 1919, continuing until Hearst's death in 1951. Designed by American architect Julia Morgan, it was built at Camp Hill in the Santa Lucia Mountains overlooking San Simeon Bay. Hearst renamed the breathtaking site La Cuesta Encantada, 'The Enchanted Hill.' The estate's main house, 'Casa Grande,' was of Mediterranean Revival style with towers inspired by a Spanish cathedral. By the time it was finished, Hearst's dream home had 165 rooms, 127 acres of gardens, terraces, walkways and pools and one of the largest private art collections in the world! One of the pools, the Roman Pool, was even lined with Venetian glass and gold! With such splendor, it's no surprise that Hearst Castle is often referred to as 'America's Castle!'



Riddles [4 exercises] 1



Name a famous American castle. Hearst Castle Hints: It is an architectural masterpiece. It is in California. It's name starts with 'H.' Cultural text: Hearst Castle (Art and Architecture )



2



Who built Hearst Castle? William Randolph Hearst Hints: He was wealthy. He was a newspaper publisher. The castle is named after him. Cultural text: Hearst Castle (Art and Architecture )
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3



What did William Randolph Hearst call the place where his castle was built? The Enchanted Hill Hints: It overlooks San Simeon Bay. It is in the Santa Lucia Mountains. It was originally called Camp Hill. Cultural text: Hearst Castle (Art and Architecture )



4



What architectural style was Hearst castle? Mediterranean Revival style Hints: The 'Casa Grande' was in this style. A Spanish cathedral inspired it. It was a revival style. Cultural text: Hearst Castle (Art and Architecture )



First Negotiations (15 activity (ies) 01:36:00) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



[You are meeting with the sales rep for Shanghai Phones, a Chinese distributor.] Nice to meet you, Mr. Kelly. 2 2 2



Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li.



2



So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China.
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3 3 3



3



We sell to more than 400 retail stores in Shanghai. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models?



4



All of them! Of course we can. That's no problem.



4 4 4



However, we want to have a 45% discount on wholesale orders. We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders.



5



5 5 5



We will increase your sales by 20%. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed?



6



6 6 6



Yes, if you increase the discount. I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount.



7



7 7 7



Well, what is your biggest expense? 8 8 8



Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping.



8



Where is your closest factory? 9 9 9



The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan.
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9



O.K., we can pay for all your shipping to Shanghai. 10 10 10



Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far.



10



But we want exclusive distribution rights for your products in China. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period.



11



O.K.



11



O.K. O.K.



11 11



Shall we negotiate the terms of the contract? Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss.



O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye.



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] contract to discuss exclusive factory large to negotiate period proposal right shipping term trial



Sentence Pronunciation [33 sentence(s)] Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models?
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We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed? I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount. Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping. The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period. Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Regular superlatives
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2



Irregular superlatives



3



'Shall'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: more experienced



the most experienced



more successful



the most successful



more intelligent



the most intelligent



more exclusive



the most exclusive



more interesting



the most interesting



more expensive



the most expensive



more important



the most important



Regular superlatives



2



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: bad proposal



the worst proposal



high quality



the highest quality



close factory



the closest factory



late meeting



the latest meeting



large discount



the largest discount



good distributor



the best distributor



big expense



the biggest expense



Regular superlatives



Irregular superlatives



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to look for to enter to increase



2



to search to penetrate to raise



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to give to guarantee to change
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3



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. proposal factory expense



offer plant cost



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a factory a product a contract a retail store a discount



2 a retail store a factory a contract a sales rep a plant



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



[You are meeting with the sales rep for Shanghai Phones, a Chinese distributor.] Nice to meet you, Mr. Kelly. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li.



2



2 2 2



So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China.
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We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.
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3 3 3



3



We sell to more than 400 retail stores in Shanghai. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models?



4



All of them! Of course we can. That's no problem.



4 4 4



However, we want to have a 45% discount on wholesale orders. We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders.



5



5 5 5



We will increase your sales by 20%. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed?



6



6 6 6



Yes, if you increase the discount. I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount.



7



7 7 7



Well, what is your biggest expense? 8 8 8



Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping.



8



Where is your closest factory? 9 9 9



The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan.
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9



O.K., we can pay for all your shipping to Shanghai. 10 10 10



Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far.



10



But we want exclusive distribution rights for your products in China. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period.



11



O.K.



11



O.K. O.K.



11 11



Shall we negotiate the terms of the contract? Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss.



O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye.



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



We are looking for the best distributor in Europe. better good very good worse Irregular superlatives



2



This proposal is better than the last one. best interesting largest guaranteed Irregular comparatives



3



Shall we negotiate the distribution rights in North America? Let's What How Why 'Shall'
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: Shipping is a big expense. She's a nice sales rep.



She's the nicest sales rep. She is the nicest sales rep.



10% is a large discount.



10% is the largest discount. Ten percent is the largest discount.



That's a good factory.



That's the best factory. That is the best factory.



Regular superlatives



2



Shipping is the biggest expense.



Irregular superlatives



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: That's a bad factory.



That's the worst factory.



The factory in Wuhan is close.



The factory in Wuhan is the closest.



We can offer a high discount.



We can offer the highest discount.



Shanghai Phones is a big distributor in China.



Shanghai Phones is the biggest distributor in China.



Regular superlatives



3



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: Shanghai Phones is a big distributor in China.



Shanghai Phones is the biggest distributor in China.



Mount Everest is a high mountain.



Mount Everest is the highest mountain.



That's a bad proposal.



That's the worst proposal. That is the worst proposal.



Can you stock our good models?



Can you stock our best models?



Regular superlatives
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Irregular superlatives
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4



Modify to express superlative superiority. Example: Athena Cell Phones wants an experienced distributor.



Athena Cell Phones wants the most experienced distributor.



Shanghai Phones has an interesting proposal.



Shanghai Phones has the most interesting proposal.



Do you stock exclusive models?



Do you stock the most exclusive models?



We sell expensive products.



We sell the most expensive products.



Regular superlatives



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Shanghai Phones is better than Athena Cell Phones.



Shanghai Phones is the best.



The sales rep is older than his assistant.



The sales rep is the oldest.



The main office is larger than the branch.



The main office is the largest.



The distributor is closer than the factory.



The distributor is the closest.



Regular superlatives



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Shanghai Phones is better than Athena Cell Phones.



Shanghai Phones is the best.



Shanghai is nearer than Wuhan.



Shanghai is the nearest.



The shipping expenses are greater than the advertising costs.



The shipping expenses are the greatest.



Russia is bigger than China.



Russia is the biggest.



Regular superlatives
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7



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Let's call Mr. Lindt. Let's give them their answer.



Shall we give them their answer?



Let's conduct a survey.



Shall we conduct a survey?



Let's think it over.



Shall we think it over?



'Shall'



8



Shall we call Mr. Lindt?



Modal auxiliaries



Transitive and intransitive verbs



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Let's call Mr. Lindt.



Shall we call Mr. Lindt?



Let me help you out.



Shall I help you out?



Let me get the other line.



Shall I get the other line?



Let me find out for you.



Shall I find out for you?



'Shall'



9



The main postpositions



Modal auxiliaries



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: Let's call Mr. Lindt.



Shall we call Mr. Lindt?



Let me send you the information.



Shall I send you the information?



Let's say tomorrow at four.



Shall we say tomorrow at four?



Let me answer your question.



Shall I answer your question?



'Shall'



Modal auxiliaries
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



[You are meeting with the sales rep for Shanghai Phones, a Chinese distributor.] Nice to meet you, Mr. Kelly. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. Only if you pay within a month of our invoice. I need to talk this over with my boss. There is a one-year warranty included. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. Yes, if you order more than ten thousand units.



2



2 2 2 No problem. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye.



So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. Athena wants the most experienced distributor in China. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



3



All of them! Of course we can. That's no problem.



4 4 4



3 3



Your proposal is getting better. The biggest expense is shipping. I can't offer you a larger discount. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our other distributors order the same quantity.



3



We sell to more than 400 retail stores in Shanghai. How many of our models can you stock? Can you stock our best models? Will you stock all of our models? We have no other conditions. Yes, if you pay within 60 days of our invoice. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. If you agree to a one-year trial period. I can't offer you a larger discount.
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No problem. Of course.
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4



However, we want to have a 45% discount on wholesale orders. We never negotiate the discount. That's higher than we can offer. Our largest discount is 40% on wholesale orders. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Wuhan is our closest plant. Thanks for meeting with me, Mrs. Li. The biggest expense is shipping. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law.



5



5 5 5



Of course.



We will increase your sales by 20%. Yes, but can you guarantee to raise our sales by 20%? Do you guarantee that our sales will increase by 20%? Is an increase of 20% guaranteed? The warranty only covers defective products. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



6 6 6 Of course. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



6



Yes, if you increase the discount. I can't offer you a larger discount. We never change our policies. Our policy is a 40% discount. We are looking for China's best distributor. If you pay within 30 days, we'll accept quarterly payments. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



7 7 7 We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly. No problem. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



The warranty only covers defective products.
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7



Well, what is your biggest expense? Shipping is our greatest expense. Our largest expense is shipping. The biggest expense is shipping. Athena settles all contract disputes according to American law. No, there are no other conditions. Only if you order more than 10,000 units. Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. If the order is more than 10,000 units.



8



Of course.



Where is your closest factory? The nearest factory is in Wuhan. Wuhan is our closest plant. Our closest factory is near Wuhan. This is the usual quantity for a distribution contract. The warranty only covers defective products. We have no other conditions. We will settle disputes according to U.S. law. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li.



9



8 8 8



9 9 9



Of course.



O.K., we can pay for all your shipping to Shanghai. Your proposal is getting better. This is becoming more interesting. That's the best proposal we have so far. The warranty only covers defective products. I'll fax you a copy of the contract as soon as possible. Our other distributors order the same quantity. Yes, let's talk about our discount policy. Yes, the contract includes a warranty.



10



10 10 10



But we want exclusive distribution rights for your products in China. We can give you exclusive distribution rights for a one-year trial period. Athena can give you a trial period of one year. Shanghai Phones can have exclusive distribution rights for a trial period. Our largest expense is shipping. Yes, the contract includes a warranty. Nice to meet you, too, Mrs. Li. Our policy is a 40% discount. Shipping is our greatest expense.
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O.K.



11



O.K. O.K.



11 11
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11



Shall we negotiate the terms of the contract? Let's discuss this again tomorrow. We can discuss this more tomorrow. I need to talk this over with my boss. My company is looking for a distributor in China.



O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. O.K., I'll see you tomorrow. Goodbye. We are the best distributor in China, Mr. Kelly.



The biggest expense is shipping. Our other distributors order the same quantity. Our largest expense is shipping. Wuhan is our closest plant.



Mystery Phrase [3 exercises] 1



The place where a product is made. factory



2



Synonym of 'an offer.' proposal



3



Synonym of 'to discuss.' to negotiate



Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Silicon Valley computer / Silicon Valley / high-tech companies / William Hewlett / David Packard / Stanford University / Hewlett-Packard / bearing fruit



High-tech heaven In Silicon Valley, apricot and prune orchards have been replaced by computer and Internet technology companies. Silicon Valley, otherwise known as the Santa Clara Valley, is in California. Prunes and apricots are not as common as they once were, because this valley has been taken over by companies creating computer hardware and Internet technology. There are over three thousand high-tech companies in Silicon Valley, many of which are very new! One of the oldest companies in Silicon Valley was started in 1939. William Hewlett and David Packard were students at the nearby Stanford University. Their professor, Fred Terman, encouraged them to start their own business. The resulting company, Hewlett-Packard, now employs over 100,000 people across the world, and is one of Silicon Valley's many success stories! While the soil in Silicon Valley may be good for growing fruit, today it is the companies in the valley that are bearing fruit!
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Riddles [4 exercises] 1



In which famous American valley were prunes and apricots replaced by satellites and computers? Silicon Valley Hints: This valley is also known as the Santa Clara Valley. This valley is in California. This valley begins with 'S.' Cultural text: Silicon Valley (Society and Economy )



2



What kind of company is very common in Silicon Valley? High-tech companies Hints: There are 3,000 of these companies in Silicon Valley. Most of these companies are very new. These companies have taken over Silicon Valley. Cultural text: Silicon Valley (Society and Economy )



3



Who did William Hewlett start a company with? David Packard Hints: Together, they started this company in 1939. This person was a student at Stanford University. This person's first name is 'David.' Cultural text: Silicon Valley (Society and Economy )



4



Which company was started in Silicon Valley in 1939? Hewlett-Packard Hints: It was started by two students. It is one of the oldest companies in Silicon Valley. Its initials are HP. Cultural text: Silicon Valley (Society and Economy )
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Market Research (25 activity (ies) 02:31:34) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You're in charge of conducting a market survey on office equipment needs for small companies. You work by phone or meet people in person. Your boss gave you a list of ten companies. You ask him for details before beginning. Who do I start with? In person or by phone? Do I contact them all in a single day?



2



You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, then go on. Okay? It's clearer to me now. Okay, I'll get started. And what if none of them agree to meet with me?



3



Who's the person in charge of purchases? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases.



That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. I will put you through to Mr. Lee.



4



Who's calling? Who's calling?



5 5



Just a moment, please. He's not here at the moment. One moment, please.



7 6 7



4 4



The receptionist puts you through to Mr. Lee's secretary. I'd like to talk to Mr. Lee, please. Is Mr. Lee there?



5



Don't worry, at least two will accept.



3 3 3



Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases.



4



2 2 2



What is it for? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. I have to talk to him personally.
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6



Could you please call back later? Yes, of course. When will he be there? Around what time?



7



Around 4 p.m.



Lee speaking. Good morning, sir. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey.



8



8 9 9



Good morning. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey.



9



Yes, go on. What are your standard purchases? Do you subcontract? What is your purchase volume?



10



9 9



10 11 12



No, almost never.



I purchase a lot, you know; it depends on which field. 12 12 12



Office automation. Computer equipment. Office equipment.



11



Do you have any other questions? 10 12



What are your standard purchases? What is your purchase volume?



12



Around $2 million, mainly for word processing. Listen, I'm busy, I hope I gave you enough information. Could I meet with you? Yes, thank you. That's fine.
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I'm afraid not; I'm very busy.
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Word Pronunciation [17 word(s)] appointment to conduct department to depend on discussion equipment feedback to hang up to hold on office automation on the phone purchase to put through receptionist sales survey word processing



Sentence Pronunciation [33 sentence(s)] Who do I start with? In person or by phone? Do I contact them all in a single day? It's clearer to me now. Okay, I'll get started. And what if none of them agree to meet with me? I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. Who's the person in charge of purchases? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'd like to talk to Mr. Lee, please. Is Mr. Lee there? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. I have to talk to him personally. Yes, of course. When will he be there? Around what time? Good morning, sir. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. What are your standard purchases? Do you subcontract? What is your purchase volume? Office automation. Computer equipment. Office equipment. What are your standard purchases? What is your purchase volume? Could I meet with you? Yes, thank you. That's fine.
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'Ever' - 'Never'



2



'Some,' 'any': singular or plural?
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3



Nouns without singular forms
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Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: We've never talked on the phone. (in person)



Have you ever talked in person?



We've never conducted a survey. (used focus groups)



Have you ever used focus groups? Have we ever used focus groups?



We've never talked to Mr. Lee. (Mr. Grant)



Have you ever talked to Mr. Grant? Have we ever talked to Mr. Grant?



They've never agreed with me. (him)



Have they ever agreed with him?



'Ever' - 'Never'



2



Auxiliaries



Answer the question as in the example. Example: We've never talked on the phone. (in person) He's never understood office automation. (data management)



Has he ever understood data management?



She's never asked about networks. (spreadsheets)



Has she ever asked about spreadsheets?



It's never been over $100,000. (over $75,000)



Has it ever been over $75,000?



'Ever' - 'Never'



3



Have you ever talked in person?



Auxiliaries



Answer the question as in the example. Example: We've never talked on the phone. (in person)



Have you ever talked in person?



I've never used a calculator. (a slide rule)



Have you ever used a slide rule? Have I ever used a slide rule?



We've never used that PC. (this laptop)



Have you ever used this laptop? Have we ever used this laptop?



They've never sold equipment. (provided service)



Have they ever provided service?



'Ever' - 'Never'



Auxiliaries
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: some of the advice (to help)



some of the advice helps



any of the companies (to work)



any of the companies work



all of the people (to call)



all of the people call



none of the purchases (to make)



none of the purchases make



most of the survey (to lack)



most of the survey lacks



most of the surveys (to lack)



most of the surveys lack



some of the contract (to seem)



some of the contract seems



'Some,' 'any': singular or plural?



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is your shirt new? (pants)



No, but my pants are.



Is his income considerable? (savings)



No, but his savings are.



Is her home amazing? (riches)



No, but her riches are.



Were all his possessions brought back? (clothes)



No, but his clothes were.



Nouns without singular forms



2



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is your shirt new? (pants)



No, but my pants are.



Has your briefcase arrived? (clothes)



No, but my clothes have. No, but our clothes have.



Are your tights too big? (jeans)



No, but my jeans are. No, but our jeans are.



Has your sweater been washed? (shorts)



No, but my shorts have. No, but our shorts have.



Nouns without singular forms
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3



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Is your shirt new? (pants)



No, but my pants are.



Is your blanket warm? (pajamas)



No, but my pajamas are. No, but our pajamas are.



Is the knife sharp? (scissors)



No, but the scissors are.



Has your horse come home? (cattle)



No, but my cattle have. No, but our cattle have.



Nouns without singular forms



Fill-in-the-Blanks [6 exercises] 1



He's not here at the moment. Could you please call back later? About a 10% increase for next year. Do you want more figures? It depends on which field? Your contact is waiting for an answer. The main postpositions



'Next' - 'The next'



2



I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I have to talk to him personally. Next, you ask him for details before beginning.



3



Do you have any other questions? I hope I gave you enough information. I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt. You ask him for details before beginning. Do I call them all in a single day?



4



When will he be there? Which day is convenient for you? Around what time? How about Thursday? Who do I start with? 'Which' - 'What'
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5



You're in charge of conducting a market survey on office equipment for small companies . You work by phone or meet people in person . You have to call thirty companies in one day. You ask your secretary to find the contact details. Hopefully she has all the information at hand! Infinitive clauses



6



Verbs introducing a second action



Last week I got the results of our market survey. When we last spoke, I hadn't received them yet. Later I'll explain the findings to the president and the board. The latter is having a special meeting this afternoon. 'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'



Phonetics Exercise [5 phoneme(s)]







survey person figures word Thursday



k



contact okay talk equipment extension clearer



tQ



purchases charge switch which



m



minute problem main meet time morning some



l



like volume o'clock only replace



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. contract secretary lawyer equipment discussion
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agreement assistant attorney supplies talk
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 start finish remember increase realize exterminate



2 call hang up fix the phone study mutate approach



3 talk undertake meditate inhale manipulate observe



Word Order with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



I'm conducting a survey I'm conducting a survey to see



2



a dinner date should start with cocktails and a dinner date should start with cocktails and appetizers.



3



you should make you should make an



4



The company fired the receptionist because The company fired the receptionist because she was
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to see how many people how many people smoke cigars



smoke



cigars.



appetizers.



an appointment with a psychologist appointment with a psychologist



she was impolite



impolite
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5



would you tell me about your photography would you tell me about your photography classes?



classes?



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You're in charge of conducting a market survey on office equipment needs for small companies. You work by phone or meet people in person. Your boss gave you a list of ten companies. You ask him for details before beginning. Who do I start with? In person or by phone? Do I contact them all in a single day?



2



You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, then go on. Okay? It's clearer to me now. Okay, I'll get started. And what if none of them agree to meet with me?



3



Who's the person in charge of purchases? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases.



That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. I will put you through to Mr. Lee.



4



Who's calling? Who's calling?



5 5



Just a moment, please. He's not here at the moment. One moment, please.



7 6 7



4 4



The receptionist puts you through to Mr. Lee's secretary. I'd like to talk to Mr. Lee, please. Is Mr. Lee there?



5



Don't worry, at least two will accept.



3 3 3



Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases.



4



2 2 2



What is it for? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. I have to talk to him personally.
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6



Could you please call back later? Yes, of course. When will he be there? Around what time?



7



Around 4 p.m.



Lee speaking. Good morning, sir. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey.



8



8 9 9



Good morning. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey.



9



Yes, go on. What are your standard purchases? Do you subcontract? What is your purchase volume?



10



9 9



10 11 12



No, almost never.



I purchase a lot, you know; it depends on which field. 12 12 12



Office automation. Computer equipment. Office equipment.



11



Do you have any other questions? 10 12



What are your standard purchases? What is your purchase volume?



12



Around $2 million, mainly for word processing. Listen, I'm busy, I hope I gave you enough information. Could I meet with you? Yes, thank you. That's fine.
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I'm afraid not; I'm very busy.
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The Right Word with speech recognition [1 exercises] 1



Automation saves a lot of time in the office. Card catalog Independence Disorganization Old computer Revolution



Words and Topics [2 exercises] 1



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Education class / math / student / test / calculator / crayon Politics and Society Oral communication comment / conversation / discussion / speech / talk Economy and Trade advertising / brand name / brochure / catalog / industry



2



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Food appetizer / cocktail / dessert / dinner Housing bed / blanket / furniture / at home Animals Judgment and opinion agreement / misunderstanding / comment / problem / need
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Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. X and Co. is conducting a market survey. They were hoping that they could dispense with that measure. They know that customers do not like to be solicited on the phone. However, X and Co.'s products are not selling very well, which is why they feel that they need to collect these data on their customers. They think that this customer survey will help them target their advertising more effectively. In order to conduct this market survey, they have divided up the clients whom they will question into categories. The products that X and Co. sells are universal, so they deal with many different types of clients. When it comes down to it, pleasing your customers is what matters. Subordinating conjunctions that that that that Phrasal verbs dispense with



divided up



deal with



comes down to



Demonstrative determiners these this this that Relative pronouns whom that which



2



what



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Good morning, I'm calling from X and Co. I'm not disturbing you, am I? You have heard of our brand of furniture, haven't you? Were you aware that our company also sells a line of office stationery and a wide variety of office equipment? I see, you use our products at home but not at work. You wouldn't mind if I sent you a brochure, would you? Well then, perhaps I could address it to the person in charge of ordering office equipment in your company? That would be your administrative assistant, wouldn't it? Umm... would you mind answering a few more questions? Oh, you have to hang up? Regular verbs calling disturbing



use



Question tags haven't you? am I? Interjections Well then I see



mind



would you?



Umm
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address



ordering



answering



wouldn't it?



Oh
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



You're in charge of conducting a market survey on computer systems. Your boss gave you a list of fifteen companies. First you send out a questionnaire by mail or by fax. Then you follow up by phone. You contact all the people in a single day. You manage to make several appointments. The main postpositions



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



You call the first name on the list. Good morning, Lee Electronics. I'd like to speak to Mr. Denton, please. May I ask who's calling? Mrs. Thomas, I'm conducting a survey. Oh yes, I remember your letter. 'May' - 'Might'



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



The notion of means



Modal auxiliaries



'To remember' - 'To remind'



I'm sorry, he's not here at the moment. Could you call back later? When will he be in the office? Later this afternoon. Fine, I'll call back then. Thank you. Modal auxiliaries The main postpositions The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



'Last' - 'Later' - 'Latter'



Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Form questions using "shall." Let's start with the person in charge of purchases at Denton. I'll ask about their standard purchases. In the future, we'll arrange to meet the purchasing director of each company. Today, I'll find out about the amount they spend on word processing. We'll get the figures for all office automation products. Will we add Denton's figures to the other figures we've recorded? Shall we start with the person in charge of purchases at Denton? Shall I ask about their standard purchases? In the future, shall we arrange to meet the purchasing director of each company? Today, shall I find out about the amount they spend on word processing? Shall we get the figures for all office automation products? Shall we add Denton's figures to the other figures we've recorded? 'Shall'



Modal auxiliaries
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You're in charge of conducting a market survey on office equipment needs for small companies. You work by phone or meet people in person. Your boss gave you a list of ten companies. You ask him for details before beginning. Who do I start with? Do I contact them all in a single day? In person or by phone? Word processing, for instance. How about Thursday? Hold on a minute. What are your standard purchases? No problem!



2



You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, then go on. Okay? It's clearer to me now. Okay, I'll get started. And what if none of them agree to meet with me? Could I meet with you? Do you use them very often? Could you give me some figures? Let's talk about word processing. No, that's fine.



3



2 2



Don't worry, at least two will accept. I'm afraid not; I'm very busy. Yes, quite often.



3 3 3



Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. Who's the person in charge of purchases? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. What about word processing? Do you subcontract? Shall we say Wednesday? Office automation. Let's talk about networks.
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That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you through to him. I will put you through to Mr. Lee. No, almost never.
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4 4 4



4



The receptionist puts you through to Mr. Lee's secretary. I'd like to talk to Mr. Lee, please. Is Mr. Lee there? What is your purchase volume? Let's talk about networks. Tell me about the spreadsheets. What about word processing? I will find out.



5



Just a moment, please. He's not here at the moment. One moment, please.



7 6



Could you please call back later? Yes, of course. When will he be there? Around what time? Let's talk about word processing. What is your purchase volume? Could you give me some figures? No, that's fine. Hold on a minute.



7



5 5



What is it for? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. I have to talk to him personally. What about the spreadsheets? Tell me about the spreadsheets. In person or by phone? No, that's fine. What are the main categories?



6



Who's calling? Who's calling?



Around 4 p.m.



Lee speaking. Good morning, sir. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. Do I contact them all in a single day? Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. Which brand? What about word processing? What about word processing?
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8 9



I have no idea.
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8



Good morning. I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. I'm conducting a survey. Not one computer? Do I contact them all in a single day? 9 o'clock. Okay, I'll get started. In person or by phone?



9



10 11



No, almost never.



I purchase a lot, you know; it depends on which field. Office automation. Computer equipment. Office equipment. Sorry, I'm only conducting a survey. I have to talk to him personally. Do I contact them all in a single day? Yes, thank you. Is Mr. Lee there?



11



No, not one.



Yes, go on. What are your standard purchases? Do you subcontract? What is your purchase volume? No, that's fine. Who do I start with? Hold on a minute. Yes, thank you. No, I don't.



10



9 9



12 12



One moment, please. Goodbye! And... Good luck! Who's calling?



Do you have any other questions? What are your standard purchases? What is your purchase volume? Yes, thank you. And what if none of them agree to meet with me? I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. Yes, of course. That's fine.
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10 12 Goodbye! And... Good luck! Don't worry, at least two will accept. Just a moment, please.
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12



Around $2 million, mainly for word processing. Listen, I'm busy, I hope I gave you enough information. Could I meet with you? Yes, thank you. That's fine. Shall we say Wednesday? I will find out. I'm conducting a survey. Is Mr. Lee there? I'll put you through to Mr. Lindt.



I'm afraid not; I'm very busy.



Who's calling? Thank you.



Mystery Phrase [2 exercises] 1



One employed to greet callers or visitors. receptionist



2



Amount. volume



Video and Questions [1 exercises] If the principle of trading has existed since the beginning of time, the methods of exchange have themselves evolved. In the past we used to barter, which consisted in exchanging goods or crops. Today, each country has its own currency. Some countries adopt a common currency, like the euro in Europe. Nowadays there are different ways of making your money work for you. For example, you can put your money on the stock market, be it in Bangkok or Tokyo. Then you have to cross your fingers and hope the share value increases. But in reality, it's a lot more complex than mere superstition! Some financial analysts compare different markets, forecast interest rates in each country, and invest in fluctuating values. For example, on this market, the most valued commodities are foodstuffs such as wheat, coffee or sugar. But all products, be they agricultural, industrial or other, have their own importance, since it's the fluctuation of their different values that make a country's economy function. The gross national product represents the value of the goods and services produced, in one year, by the economic activity in national or foreign territories, without taking depreciation into account. It shouldn't be confused with the gross domestic product - the wealth created during the year inside the country. However, a country must know how to balance its imports and exports. If it doesn't, it'll find itself with a trade imbalance, which may be either a deficit or a surplus. Economic activity occurs in three stages: production of goods and services; distribution of incomes; and expenditures, corresponding to consumption, aimed at satisfying needs. While following its own economic policy, each country has to try and manage these three stages as best it can. In a global economy, a country's government may no longer have control over certain variables such as the exchange rate of its currency. Little by little, this may lead to a situation where it's no longer capable of managing its economy properly.
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A rise in prices may harm the competitiveness of national products, in particular when inflation is greater at home than abroad. In that case, imports increase and money must be found to pay for the purchases. This is particularly difficult since the price of national goods abroad is shooting up, reducing foreign sales. At the same time, companies have more and more trouble coping, and so reduce their output. Manpower is in turn restricted, unemployment goes up and purchasing power falls considerably. A vicious circle thus takes hold . . . This is one of the many scenarios that can turn a country upside down and widen social divisions. Unfortunately, there's no miracle solution to economic disparity.



1



The principle of trading has existed... since the beginnings of mankind. since the Middle Ages. since 1 A.D. since the stock market opened. since Christmas was invented.



2



What is meant by 'making your money work for you'? Investing your money well Investing your money badly Leaving your money in a current account Investing in fruit machines Investing in the fruit industry



3



Why do people cross their fingers? They are wishing for good luck. It helps share values increase. They are trading on the stock market floor. They are bartering. They are praying.



4



What do financial analysts invest in? Values that change frequently Values that are stable Values that always rise Values that always fall Values that move horizontally



5



What is true of a country's exchange rate? It fluctuates. It is stable. The government is always in control of it. The government is never in control of it. The government wants to be in control of it.
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6



If prices go up, which of the following scenarios is most likely? Foreign products will become more popular. Domestic products will become more popular. The government loses control of the economy. Companies will start laying off staff. Foreign products will become less popular.



7



What happens when output is reduced? Companies employ fewer people. Companies employ more people. Employees start to work harder. Employees start to resign. Companies employ the same amount of people.



8



What is a possible consequence of the scenario in this video? The gap between rich and poor will increase. The gap between rich and poor will shorten. The gap between rich and poor will stabilize. The gap between rich and poor will fluctuate. The gaps between the rich and the poor causes revolutions.



9



What is meant by 'coping'? Managing Selling Buying Consuming Destroying



10



What is the subject of this video? Economics Imports Bartering The stock market Myopics
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Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



The Ivy League Ivy League / universities / Caswell Adams / football / ivy / Harvard / Princeton / funding / sports scholarships



Ivy League graduates The Ivy League is a group of eight American universities on the East Coast with extremely high standards. The Ivy League represents prestige and excellence. Some say that going to an Ivy League university guarantees success! When journalist Caswell Adams was sent to watch the Columbia vs. Pennsylvania university football game in 1937, he jokingly referred to 'watching the ivy grow.' He was obviously displeased at being sent to report on a university game! However, the word 'ivy' became quickly associated with the traditional academies of the East. The Ivy League was officially formed in 1945. The original idea was to form a football league for universities such as Harvard and Princeton. Agreements were made so that funding and standards would be the same in all universities. There would be no sports scholarships, and all students would receive the same funding. In 1954, this agreement extended to all sports. Today, rather than sports, the Ivy League has come to signify the social and academic prestige that is associated with some of America's oldest universities.



Riddles [4 exercises] 1



What is the name of the oldest group of American universities in the northeast? The Ivy League Hints: There are eight universities. This group is known as a 'League.' These universities have extremely high standards. Cultural text: The Ivy League (Traditions )



2



Which reporter famously referred to 'watching the ivy grow' in 1937? Caswell Adams Hints: He was reporting on a football match at the time. He was displeased at being sent to watch university football. His first name begins with 'C.' Cultural text: The Ivy League (Traditions )
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3



What sport was the Ivy League originally created for? Football Hints: This sport was played at Princeton university. This sport was played at Harvard university. Caswell Adams reported on this sport in 1937. Cultural text: The Ivy League (Traditions )



4



What makes up the Ivy League? Universities Hints: Princeton is one of these. Harvard is one of these. They begin with 'U.' Cultural text: The Ivy League (Traditions )



Living in America (22 activity (ies) 03:02:54) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You have come to the United States for a yearlong training course. What city do you decide to live in? New York. Washington. San Francisco.



2



2 2 2



Where do you live? With friends. I live in a furnished room.



3



The city of the future!



It's better than a hotel, isn't it?



3 3



What kind of place is it? A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow.
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You live in cramped conditions!
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4 4 4



4



What kind of training course is it? 5 5 6



An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company. A course to learn English.



5



Why are you attending such a training course? My company sent me. I want to finish my studies. It'll help my career.



6



9 7 9



What is the best way to learn? Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes.



7



8 8 8 8



What are you studying? Business Management. Law. Engineering.



8



10 10 10



How did you learn English? At school. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio.



9



10 10 10



What do you do? 10 10 10



I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director.
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10



What is your schedule? 11 12 11



From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I only work mornings. All day long.



11



And what do you do on weekends? I play sports. I visit the area.



12



13 13



What are your other activities during the day? 13 13 13



I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area.



13



What do you most enjoy in the United States? 14 15 16



The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power.



14



Whom do you like having contacts with? 17 17 17



My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office.



15



In your opinion, what best symbolizes the gigantic size of this country? 18 18 18



New York. The surface area of the United States. The wide-open spaces.



16



Where is economic power the most obvious? 19 19 19



Industry. In every field. Finance.
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17



Do you find relationships superficial? Yes, a little. It depends on the person. No, I don't think so.



18



What places have you visited? The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. Washington.



19



Do you think that Japan can outmatch the United States? It seems likely. No, I don't think so. Yes, in some fields.



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] businessman to communicate conversation co-worker effective engineer to improve intensive internship language to learn to practice productivity research skill to study to teach training course



Sentence Pronunciation [56 sentence(s)] New York. Washington. San Francisco. With friends. I live in a furnished room. A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow.
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An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company. A course to learn English. My company sent me. I want to finish my studies. It'll help my career. Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes. Business Management. Law. Engineering. At school. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio. I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director. From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I only work mornings. All day long. I play sports. I visit the area. I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area. The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power. My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office. New York. The surface area of the United States. The wide-open spaces. Industry. In every field. Finance. Yes, a little. It depends on the person. No, I don't think so. The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. Washington. It seems likely. No, I don't think so. Yes, in some fields.
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



'That' and dependent clauses



2



'To be likely'
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3



Omission of certain prepositions



4



The notion of means
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Sentence Practice [9 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We will probably go to San Francisco.



We are likely to go to San Francisco.



He will probably live with friends.



He is likely to live with friends. He's likely to live with friends.



The room will probably be furnished.



The room is likely to be furnished. The room's likely to be furnished.



It'll probably be better than a hotel!



It's likely to be better than a hotel! It's likely to be better than a hotel.



'To be likely'



2



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We will probably go to San Francisco.



We are likely to go to San Francisco.



It will probably be a studio.



It is likely to be a studio. It's likely to be a studio.



I'll probably work at a bank.



I'm likely to work at a bank.



This will probably help my career.



This is likely to help my career.



'To be likely'
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3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: We will probably go to San Francisco.



We are likely to go to San Francisco.



The classes will probably be interesting.



The classes are likely to be interesting.



She'll probably learn a lot.



She's likely to learn a lot.



We'll probably study hard.



We're likely to study hard.



'To be likely'



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'I'm an engineer,' he said.



He said that he was an engineer.



He remarked, 'I only work mornings.'



He remarked that he only worked mornings.



He said, 'I start at 9 a.m.'



He said that he started at 9 a.m. He said he started at 9 a.m.



'It's a good schedule,' he concluded.



He concluded that it was a good schedule. He concluded it was a good schedule.



'That' and dependent clauses



5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'I'm an engineer,' he said.



He said that he was an engineer.



'I often play tennis,' Bjorn reminds us.



Bjorn reminds us that he often plays tennis.



'I prefer diving,' replies Jacques.



Jacques replies that he prefers diving.



Carl adds, 'I'm always running around.'



Carl adds that he's always running around.



'That' and dependent clauses
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Object pronouns
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: 'I'm an engineer,' he said.



He said that he was an engineer.



'My neighbors are friendly,' she says.



She says that her neighbors are friendly. She says her neighbors are friendly.



'Relationships here are superficial,' he thought.



He thought that relationships here were superficial. He thought relationships here were superficial.



I said, 'the Empire State Building was fun!'



I said that the Empire State Building was fun. I said the Empire State Building was fun.



'That' and dependent clauses



7



Possessive adjectives



Answer the question as in the example. Example: I arrived on Sunday.



You arrived Sunday?



I moved in on Monday.



You moved in Monday?



I started work on Tuesday.



You started work Tuesday?



I quit on Wednesday.



You quit Wednesday?



Prepositions of time



8



Omission of certain prepositions



Answer the question as in the example. Example: I arrived on Sunday.



You arrived Sunday?



Yesterday he was at home.



Yesterday he was home? He was home yesterday?



Today he's not at home.



He's not home today? Today he's not home?



She'll be at home later.



She'll be home later? Later she'll be home?



'Home' - 'House'
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Omission of certain prepositions
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9



Answer the question as in the example. Example: I arrived on Sunday.



You arrived Sunday?



They work during the day.



They work days?



I often don't sleep during the night.



You don't sleep nights?



In the afternoon we play tennis.



You play tennis afternoons? Afternoons you play tennis?



The simple present



Omission of certain prepositions



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: because he works hard



by working hard



because she rents



by renting



because they took a training course



by taking a training course



thanks to a dream



by dreaming



because he studied hard



by studying hard



through studies of literature



by studying literature



following a search



by searching



The notion of means



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



Where do you live? Why are you attending such a training course? What are you studying ? How did you learn English?



2



The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country . The economic power. The surface area of the United States. Nouns without singular forms
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3



It's better than a hotel, isn't it? All day long . There aren't any hijackers anymore . What time do you usually come back home? I already booked my seat. Adverbs of time



4



The main postpositions



Use of the preterite with 'just,' 'yet' and 'already'



I live in a furnished room. During an intensive training course. The gigantic size of this country. Because I get airsick . Your conversations are always so serious . Use of the past participle as an adjective



5



The bank where I'm training is on Grant Street . To get there, I walk across the Smithfield Street Bridge . My company in Zimbabwe sent me for the training. Sometimes I have lunch along the Monongahela River . Last weekend I drove up to Lake Erie . The article and geographical names



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



N



English training studying mornings long bungalow



n



friends intensive listening engineer businessman tennis gigantic finance



m



apartment computer welcome economic Empire midnight music



w



Washington with watching work wide-open weather Newsweek



f



Francisco furnished finish California office surface field Florida



U



books during booked
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p



power help people company public person



I



politics business ticket visit history industry Building airsick



aj



financial size United Empire hijackers nightclub



s



studio course classes sports research spaces seems science



z



studies neighbors depends fields Airlines movies



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. obvious gigantic better unsociable intensive



2



clear immense higher quality unfriendly fast-paced



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. live outmatch choose remain welcome



exist surpass select stay greet



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 cramped spacious nervous regular admirable outrageous
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2 intensive absorbent comfortable hungry greedy loving



3 gigantic tiny ingenious boiling attractive believable



4 visit the area go camping play tennis conduct a survey write a letter take a picture



Word Order with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



New York City is seen as New York City is seen as the city



2



a furnished room is more convenient for a a furnished room is more convenient for a newcomer.



3



watching television too close to the screen is bad watching television too close to the screen is bad for the eyes.



4



a white dove symbolizes peace a white dove symbolizes peace
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the city of of the future.



the



future.



newcomer.



for the



eyes.
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5



the Grand Canyon is the Grand Canyon is a very



a very beautiful, wide-open beautiful, wide-open space



The article and geographical names



space.



Verbs without a continuous form



6



Economic Economic



7



weekends are not meant for work but for weekends are not meant for work but for rest!



stability is very important for a country's stability is very important for a country's success.



Absolute superlative



success.



rest!



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You have come to the United States for a yearlong training course. What city do you decide to live in? New York. Washington. San Francisco.



2



It's better than a hotel, isn't it?



3 3



What kind of place is it? A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow.



4



2 2 2



Where do you live? With friends. I live in a furnished room.



3



The city of the future!



You live in cramped conditions!



4 4 4



What kind of training course is it? 5 5 6



An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company. A course to learn English.
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5



Why are you attending such a training course? 9 7 9



My company sent me. I want to finish my studies. It'll help my career.



6



What is the best way to learn? Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes.



7



8 8 8 8



What are you studying? 10 10 10



Business Management. Law. Engineering.



8



How did you learn English? At school. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio.



9



10 10 10



What do you do? I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director.



10



10 10 10



What is your schedule? 11 12 11



From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I only work mornings. All day long.
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11



And what do you do on weekends? 13 13



I play sports. I visit the area.



12



What are your other activities during the day? 13 13 13



I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area.



13



What do you most enjoy in the United States? 14 15 16



The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power.



14



Whom do you like having contacts with? 17 17 17



My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office.



15



In your opinion, what best symbolizes the gigantic size of this country? 18 18 18



New York. The surface area of the United States. The wide-open spaces.



16



Where is economic power the most obvious? 19 19 19



Industry. In every field. Finance.



17



Do you find relationships superficial? Yes, a little. It depends on the person. No, I don't think so.
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18



What places have you visited? The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. Washington.



19



Do you think that Japan can outmatch the United States? It seems likely. No, I don't think so. Yes, in some fields.



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Something gigantic is something extremely big. infinitesimal microscopic dwarfish pompous sarcastic



2



Neighbors are people who have homes around yours. Technicians Directors Family members Leeches Individuals



3



Listening to the radio is a good way to find out about current events. To hear Looking at Conversing with Manipulating Yelling at



4



A training course familiarizes you with a particular task. month of rest downhill ski ride course of action



Words and Topics [2 exercises] 1



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Housing appliance / furniture / bed Geography American / Asian / British Education class / course / exercise / reading Economy and Trade businessman / industry / productivity / economic / taxation
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2



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Family, identity, social life native / marriage / single / immigrant / foreign-born Sports baseball / basketball / rodeo / tennis Nature and Geography Corporate life career / internship / interview / job / meeting / planning / profession



Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Brian wants to work as a lifeguard at the local swimming pool this summer. To be eligible, he needs to take a two-part training course. The first part is a written rules course on basic life support notions. After this conceptual section of the course, Brian has to take an exam on the Internet. The second part is a hands-on skills training course. At the end of this practical course, students must take another exam. Once he has passed, Brian will receive a Lifeguarding Certificate. Then he will be eligible to work at the pool. Subject he Brian



The first part



Brian



The second part



Adverbial phrase of time After this conceptual section of the course this summer Once he has passed Then Direct object a two-part training course
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an exam



another exam



students



Brian



he



At the end of this practical course



a Lifeguarding Certificate
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2



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Training courses in English as a Second Language (ESL) are essential for foreign-born professionals, especially executives. These courses build up communication skills and enable executives whose native language is not English to interact more effectively with American co-workers and customers. Accent-reduction courses are also most helpful. They make it possible for the most recent immigrants to speak out more confidently in meetings, negotiate better with customers, communicate more clearly on the telephone, and report problems more easily. ESL training is most important because it increases productivity and fosters quality in the most multicultural companies. Irregular verbs are build up Regular verbs interact enable



is



are



make



negotiate



speak out



communicate



Comparative adverbs more confidently more effectively Superlative adjectives most recent most helpful



is



better



most important



report



increases



more clearly



fosters



more easily



most multicultural



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



My neighbor Tom is always on the go. He works long hours and gets home late. He's also taking a training course in computer networks. On weekends he and I play basketball. He also likes to watch late-night movies on television. Where does he find the time?



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



I can't wait until next week. I'm staying home Monday through Friday. Really, how come? My training course was cancelled, that's why. What are you going to do? Go to the movies, read, play tennis and sleep late. 'Till' - 'Until'



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



Modal auxiliaries



'Next' - 'The next'



Use of the past participle as an adjective



What are you studying this year? International taxation. Wow, that sounds difficult. It is, but it'll help my career. You're right, I'm taking an intensive course in Corporate Internet Planning. Sounds like an excellent choice to me! 'Which' - 'What'



Similarity: 'like' and 'as'
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Text Transformation [1 exercises] 1



Add the word "that" wherever possible. I think this training course is going to help my career. I heard you have better prospects and you can get more stimulating jobs when you speak a foreign language. I'm sure talking with people is the best way to learn English. I think I'll enjoy studying in the United States and I intend to make the most of it. I'm afraid I won't be able to go home for a while, but that doesn't matter. Even though it will be a big adventure, I admit I'm a bit scared. I think that this training course is going to help my career. I heard that you have better prospects and that you can get more stimulating jobs when you speak a foreign language. I'm sure that talking with people is the best way to learn English. I think that I'll enjoy studying in the United States and I intend to make the most of it. I'm afraid that I won't be able to go home for a while, but that doesn't matter. Even though it will be a big adventure, I admit that I'm a bit scared. 'That' and dependent clauses The impersonal structure Names of countries: capital letters



Nationalities: capital letters



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You have come to the United States for a yearlong training course. What city do you decide to live in? New York. Washington. San Francisco. My company sent me. Talking with friends. I visit the area. An internship in a computer company. No, I'm not.



2



The city of the future!



2 2 2



You're so unsociable!



Where do you live? With friends. I live in a furnished room. Politics. I'm an engineer. Engineering. No, I'm not. Yes, I am.
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It's better than a hotel, isn't it?



You're so unsociable!
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3 3



3



What kind of place is it? A three-room apartment. A studio apartment. A bungalow. The travel agency is taking care of everything. I'm afraid of hijackers. At 2 or 3 a.m. New York. The East Coast.



4



You live in cramped conditions!



There aren't any hijackers anymore!



What kind of training course is it? An internship in a bank. An internship in a computer company. A course to learn English. The surface area of the United States. People in the street. Florida. The East Coast. It seems likely.



5



5 5



Why are you attending such a training course? I want to finish my studies. My company sent me. It'll help my career. I'm doing history research. I visit the area. No trouble at all. The way the people welcome you. Yes, I am.



6



4 4



7



What is the best way to learn? 8 8



Talking with people. Studying books. Watching television. Attending classes. The wide-open spaces. I'm an engineer. Because I get airsick. I only work mornings. TWA.
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7



What are you studying? 10 10



Business Management. Law. Engineering. A movie. Baseball. Florida. Yes, a little. I already have my ticket.



8



How did you learn English? At school. During an intensive training course. By listening to the radio. A three-room apartment. Business. New York. By 11 p.m. The surface area of the United States.



9



Your conversations are always so serious! The city of the future!



What do you do? I'm a businessman. I'm an engineer. I'm a financial director. In every field. Watching television. By bus. I'm afraid of hijackers. A bungalow.



10



10 10



10 10



There aren't any hijackers anymore!



What is your schedule? 11 12



From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. I only work mornings. All day long. A bungalow. By 11 p.m. Yes, a little. Baseball. Florida.
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11



And what do you do on weekends? I play sports. I visit the area. A studio apartment. Industry. I want to finish my studies. United Airlines. In every field.



12



You live in cramped conditions!



What are your other activities during the day? I play tennis. I'm doing history research. I visit the area. By 11 p.m. San Francisco. The East Coast. No, I don't think so. New York.



13



13 13



13



The city of the future!



What do you most enjoy in the United States? 14 15



The way the people welcome you. The gigantic size of this country. The economic power. Engineering. A bungalow. A science special. By plane. United Airlines.



14



Whom do you like having contacts with? 17 17



My neighbors. People in the street. People in my office. Public television. The Wall Street Journal. All day long. I'm a financial director. I only work mornings.
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15



In your opinion, what best symbolizes the gigantic size of this country? 18



The surface area of the United States. New York. The wide-open spaces. I only work mornings. Florida. Engineering. I want to finish my studies. Yes, in some fields.



16



Where is economic power the most obvious? 19 19



Industry. In every field. Finance. Newsweek. I visit the area. By train. I go to a nightclub. I already booked a seat.



17



Do you find relationships superficial? Yes, a little. It depends on the person. No, I don't think so. Newsweek. The music channel. TWA. No, I'm not. Talking with friends.



18



You're so unsociable!



What places have you visited? The Empire State Building. The Great Lakes. Washington. Watching television. Talking with friends. Attending classes. The gigantic size of this country. Talking with people.
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19



Do you think that Japan can outmatch the United States? It seems likely. No, I don't think so. Yes, in some fields. Some trouble. The gigantic size of this country. Reading books and magazines. I go to the movies. Newsweek.



Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



A type of house. bungalow



2



A type of profession that uses science and math. engineer



3



People living near one another. neighbors



4



An Asian country. Japan



5



Not deep. superficial



6



Not spacious. cramped



7



Having appliances and furniture. furnished



8



A profession. career



9



Covering a lot in a short period of time. intensive



10



Take pleasure in. enjoy



11



Bodies of water between the U.S. and Canada. Great Lakes



12



Greet, especially a newcomer. welcome
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Video and Questions [1 exercises] The number of people who travel by plane today is considerable. Did you know that every five seconds a passenger walks up to a check-in counter? Once your luggage is checked in, you can make your way to the duty-free shop, then to the boarding lounge where you can finally get on the plane that is on the runway. The stewardess offers you a warm welcome. Get comfortable in your seat, fasten your seat belt, relax and wait for the stewardess to bring you a refreshment and something to eat. You can even sleep a little, the seats are so comfortable these days. Unless you don’t feel very safe in planes! In that case, pay attention to the safety instructions and the crew’s demonstration that tells you what you must do in case of an emergency. Fortunately, you’ve got a place next to the emergency exit! You’d be the first one to jump out if everything you imagine actually took place. But you’d first have the responsibility of opening the door! A difficult task to assume! Despite your apprehension, you should know that the airplane is one of the safest means of transportation. Another aircraft that is just in front of yours has probably already taken on board new passengers or maybe another cargo. It is getting ready to take off. Nowadays, refueling can be done in under an hour. The plane has become a means of transport almost as common as the others, so much so that when one lands, another takes off from another runway. Just imagine all those people in the air at the same time, all those meals to be served, all those suitcases to be sorted out and all those passports to be controlled! The stations are also packed with people. In cities, most of the passengers are actually commuters who are making their way to work. A century ago, the train occupied the place that the airplane has today. Apart from the minimal risk of a derailment or a murder on the Orient-Express, the train is also a very safe means of transport. Going from one city to another can, however, be a perilous adventure: what with the possible delays, strikes, train cancellations, power failures or even flooded stations, your journey can turn into a real assault course! Despite all this, you can relax in the train, even sleep, read the newspaper, make friends with other passengers, watch the countryside go by. . . If you’re not in a hurry, there’s immediate boarding for a cruise in the South Pacific! Be careful you don’t get seasick! The captain and his crew wish you a pleasant stay on board their boat and inform you of the activities and games organized throughout the crossing. Have a nice trip!



1



What is this video about? Transport Air safety Pleasure cruises Emergencies Pleasure cruise emergencies



2



Which of these statements is true? Many people use air transport. It takes five seconds to check in. Check-in closes in five seconds. There are five people at the check-in desk. There are five people at the check-in desk each taking five seconds.
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3



How large is the risk of derailment? Extremely small Medium High There is no risk Extremely high



4



Which kind of people are best suited to a cruise? People who aren't in a rush People who are in a rush People who are afraid of planes People who like to sleep a lot People who are afraid of trains



5



What does the narrator warn us about cruises? We may get sick. We may be in a hurry. We may be flooded. We may face cancellations. We may crash.



6



What is true of traveling by train? It can be aggravating. It can be easy. You may fall ill. You may sink.



7



What is true of airports? Different planes land and take off simultaneously. There is no space for planes to land. The same planes land at the same time. One plane lands every five minutes. Planes land rarely.



8



Which of these statements is untrue? Train stations are empty. Train stations are full of people. Train stations are good for commuters. Commuters are going to work. Train stations are very busy.
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9



When can you go to the duty-free shop? After checking your luggage in Before checking your luggage in While checking your luggage in Before and after checking your luggage in When luggage is the least concern



10



How does the hostess welcome you? In a friendly manner. She is hostile. She brings your luggage. She gives you the safety instructions. She spits at your shoes.
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expert unit 2 (b1) 

Well, I can give you a discount of 100 dollars. Seven hundred .... Put the following phrases in the right order. .... Never mind. 7 ...... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5 ...... than ours, ma'am. 6 .... Jill is a better manager than Jac










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B1) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?










 








ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B1) 

The bank that gave me a loan is closed today. ..... The Financial District interests you? ..... circus bartenders zookeepers vagabonds secret service ... family fantastic management atmosphere exactly apple ask .... the preterite of the following ver










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 3 (B1) 

You were in such a hurry to catch your plane that you forgot to get. American money. ...... When did Athena choose the Chinese consultants? The company sold ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B1) 

Later in the day, you call to make arrangements to attend next month's trade show in Boston. "Convention ..... What will you start with? ..... [You are at a trade fair.] ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B2) 

1. [You meet a saleswoman to discuss computers.] Do you like these new German computers? German computers ..... Yes, the instruction manual must be ready before April. I know. 4 ...... If you order online, we will install a free DVD player.










 








EXPERT UNIT 3 (B3) 

What do you do? I'm a consultant. That's a good job. 9. I'm a systems engineer. 9. I'm a technical salesman. 9. 9. How long have you been with this company?










 








INTERMEDIATE+ UNIT 2 (B1) 

Answering last year's mail... I should do ... Do you have to put your address on the back of your envelopes? Yes, in case .... iM mail paper straight maybe they weigh neighbor's y{ ...... The directory lists personal addresses and phone numbers.










 








intermediate unit 1 (b1) 

We serve continental breakfast and regular American breakfast items. ...... Is that a normal temperature? 7 ...... 5 You eat hamburgers, hot dogs and potato salad.










 








intermediate+ unit 1 (b1) 

So long is another way of saying goodbye. How are you Greetings My condolences Go to bed. 2. Figures are totals, numbers, amounts or other values.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1) 

Thank you, see you soon! .... He watches Spanish TV shows. ... to watch music to dance pants to wear book to read. 2. Match the words from the dialogue with the ...... Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises]. 1 if you say the glass is.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B1) 

I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. 7 ... Go to the airline check-in counter. Go to the ...... 4 Oh no, with my husband, dog, mother, father and five children.










 








advanced unit 1 (b1) 

Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)]. 1 ..... found there more often than in his office. ...... I'd like to test-drive one. 9 ..... Although answering the telephone all day can prove very tiresome, ...... How do you spell your name, please, 










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1) 

What is your name? .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ..... from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son daughter man woman father .... Make the following sentences plural. ...... Which of the follo










 








expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.










 








EXPERT UNIT 7 (B2) 

Then you call the first name on the list. "DENTON Company, good morning." I'd like to talk with the person in charge of purchases. That's Mr. Lee; I will put you ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 6 (B3) 

Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 3. I connected ... I saved a document and my computer froze. 3. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5.










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B2) 

Hello, Malpass Consulting. How can I help ... What would you like to know about the conference? ... Could you give me the details of the conference next week?










 








EXPERT UNIT 10 (B3) 

$1 million. 6 ... It's a little expensive. Yes, it is ... It's 100% coverage, so it is particularly attractive, if you have children. ... I need to look at my accounts with you. 12.










 








EXPERT UNIT 13 (B3) 

You have to call them one after another; if you agree on an appointment, ... I'm in charge of a survey about your purchases. .... appointment with a psychologist. 4.










 








EXPERT UNIT 4 (B2) 

Expert Unit 4a (21 activity (ies) 02:14:04). Keywords [17 ... You have just started working for Andrew & Co. in Boston where you are in charge of a new product. What will .... (the trade papers). The trade papers gave the product high marks. Use of t










 








EXPERT UNIT 1 (B3) 

This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I ... They will not make any presentations. Fine. 8 ... The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. ..... pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions. If you ...










 








EXPERT UNIT 12 (B3) 

2. It's a pleasure, Mrs. Li. 2. 2. So, you would like to enter the market here. We are looking for China's best distributor. We are the best distributor in China,.
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